INTRODUCTION
To meet the dramatically increasing mobile data traffic, recently cellular operators are deploying more and more base stations (BSs), and their daily energy cost amounts to a large portion of operational expenditure (OPEX) [1] . Many cellular operators want to reduce their energy costs by employing new cost-saving solutions [1] [2] [3] [4] , which in general manage either the energy supply or the communication demand of cellular networks.
On the supply side, one commonly adopted solution is to use energy harvesting devices (e.g., solar panels and wind turbines) at cellular BSs, which can harvest cheap and clean renewable energy to reduce or even substitute for the energy purchased from the grid [3] . However, since renewable energy is often randomly distributed in both time and space, different BSs are hard pressed to use only their individually harvested energy to power their operations. As a result, the power grid is still needed to provide reliable energy to BSs. Besides serving as a reliable energy supply, the power grid also provides new opportunities for BSs' cost saving with its ongoing paradigm shift from traditional to smart grid. Unlike traditional grid, which uses one-way energy flow to deliver power from central generators to electricity users, smart grid deploys smart meters at end users to enable both twoway information and energy flows between the grid and end users [5, 6] . The two-way energy flow in smart grid motivates a new idea of energy cooperation in cellular networks, as we discuss later in this article, which allows the BSs to trade and share their unevenly harvested renewable energy through the smart grid to support nonuniform wireless traffic in a cost-effective way.
On the demand side, various techniques have been proposed in cellular networks across different layers of communication protocols for reducing energy consumption [1] . Among them, communication cooperation (e.g., traffic loading [7] , spectrum sharing [8] and coordinated multipoint [CoMP] [9] ) is particularly appealing, allowing BSs to share wireless resources and shift traffic loads with each other for energy saving. However, the introduction of renewable energy at BSs imposes new challenges on the existing communication cooperation design: the conventional energy saving design may not be cost effective any longer. This is due to the fact that renewable energy, although unreliable in supplying, is in general much cheaper than the energy purchased from the grid, so BSs should maximally use it to save cost, whereas under the energy-saving design the harvested renewable energy at BSs may not be efficiently utilized when serving time-and space-varying wireless traffic. To overcome this problem, it is desirable to design new cost-aware communication cooperation approaches taking into account the cost differences between renewable and conventional energy.
In this article, we first overview the recent advances in energy cooperation and cost-aware communication cooperation. Figure 1 illustrates the general energy and communication cooperation concept for cellular networks at both the energy supply layer and the communication demand layer, respectively. Then we propose a new joint energy and communication cooperation
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to exploit both benefits. Specifically, we present the following three approaches.
Approach I -energy cooperation on the supply side: Cellular systems or BSs use the twoway energy flow in smart grid to trade or share renewable energy by taking the energy demands for communications as given.
Approach II -communication cooperation on the demand side: Cellular systems or BSs perform cost-aware communication cooperation to share wireless resources and reshape wireless load over space and time by taking the energy supply (renewable and/or conventional) as given.
Approach III -joint energy and communication cooperation on both sides: Cellular systems or BSs jointly cooperate on both the supply and demand sides to maximally reduce their total energy cost.
In the rest of this article, we first introduce the energy supply and demand models of cellular systems. Then we present the latest energy, communication, and joint cooperation approaches, respectively. Finally, we point out several future research directions and conclude this article. Due to the page limits, we cannot include everything here; more details can be found in http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.4139.
ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF CELLULAR SYSTEMS
In this section, we introduce the energy supply and demand models for cellular systems. For notational convenience, in this article we focus on one particular time slot and normalize the length of time slot into unity. Thus, we use the terms energy and power interchangeably throughout this article. We consider a single cellular system with N > 1 BSs, in which each BS i is connected to the smart grid and also deployed with a renewable energy harvesting device with rate E i ≥ 0, i = 1, … , N. The value of E i at a given time instance depends on the type of renewable energy source (e.g., solar or wind), the harvesting capacity of the device (e.g., size of the solar panel), and the weather conditions at that location. As shown in the top sub-figure of Fig. 2 , E i s are generally different among BSs at different locations.
On the demand side, the power consumption of each cellular BS i, denoted by Q i ≥ 0, is composed of two parts: the dynamic power consumption related to the transmission and reception of wireless signals for serving the mobile terminals (MTs), and the constant power consumption (e.g., at the circuits and air conditioners) for maintaining necessary operations. In reality, the value of Q i varies according to the traffic load over the service coverage area of BS i. Due to MTs' mobility across cells and their time-varying service requests, the traffic loads (and thus the Q i s) are different among BSs and change over time, as shown in the middle sub-figure of Fig. 2 .
By combining the supply and demand sides, we denote the net load at BS i as
where d i > 0 shows the deficit status of renewable energy and d i < 0 indicates the energy surplus status. Since Q i 's and E i 's are usually independent (Fig. 2) , it is likely that some BSs are short of renewable energy to match demand (i.e., d i > 0), while the other BSs have adequate renewable energy (i.e., d i < 0). Such geographical diversity in net load requires some BSs to purchase energy from the grid (e.g., a d i amount of energy purchase for BS i with d i > 0) but other BSs to waste extra renewable energy (i.e., a |d j | amount of energy waste for BS j with d j < 0). Overall, the total amount of energy purchased from the grid by all N BSs is the total renewable energy deficit, denoted by D +
, while the total wasted renewable energy amount by them is the total renewable energy surplus, given by D -
. By denoting the price for BSs to purchase energy from the grid as p > 0, the total energy cost of the cellular system is C 1 = pD + , which is independent of D -. This fact motivates us to use the wasted renewable energy surplus (D -) to compensate for the deficit (D + ) for cost saving. To this end, we implement the energy and communication cooperation on the supply and demand sides, respectively, to reschedule and balance E i s and Q i s.
ENERGY COOPERATION
Energy cooperation is a cost saving approach on the supply side, in which the cellular BSs are allowed to employ two-way energy trading or sharing to better utilize their otherwise wasted renewable energy surplus (D -). Especially since it is too complex for the grid to directly control a large number of BSs, the energy trading and sharing in cellular networks should be enabled by using aggregators [10] (upper energy cooperation layer in Fig. 1 ). With aggregators, we can cluster BSs into a finite number of groups, and an aggregator can serve as an intermediary party to control each group of BSs for the grid, thus helping realize the two-way energy flow between the grid and BS groups.
AGGREGATOR-ASSISTED ENERGY TRADING
Aggregator-assisted energy trading is an energy cooperation scheme in which the aggregator performs two-way energy trading with the BSs by deciding buying and selling prices. In this scheme, the BSs adequate in renewable energy can sell their extra energy to the aggregator, from which the selling revenue can be gained to compensate the total energy cost; at the same time, the other BSs short of renewable energy can obtain such cheap energy from the aggregator at a lower price than the regular price p from the grid directly. As the coordinator in this trading market, the aggregator can also obtain some revenue by properly deciding the energy selling and buying prices.
Let p buy > 0 and p sell > 0 denote the unit prices for each BS to buy and sell energy from and to the aggregator, respectively. Here, p sell < p buy holds to avoid the trivial case where a BS can benefit by reselling its bought energy from the aggregator; and p buy < p is also true, since otherwise all BSs short of energy will buy cheaper energy from the grid directly. With the two-way energy trading, the BSs adequate in renewable energy will sell their total Damount of energy surplus to the aggregator at the price p sell , and accordingly an energy quota is set by the aggregator as D -. The BSs short of renewable energy will first purchase a min(D + , D -) amount of cheap energy from aggregator at the price p buy (with the quota limitation of D -) to maximally use this resource, and (if not enough) will buy a D +min(D + , D -) amount from the grid at the price p. Depending on the relationship between D + and D -, the total cost of all the N BSs, denoted by C 2 , is equal to p buy D + -p sell Din the case of D + £ D -, or p buy D -+ p(D + -D -) -p sell Dotherwise. Note that C 2 can even be negative when Dis sufficiently larger than D + such that p buy D + < p sell D -. By comparing C 2 to the total energy cost C 1 without energy cooperation, it follows that C 2 £ C 1 , that is, the total energy cost is reduced.
AGGREGATOR-ASSISTED ENERGY SHARING
Aggregator-assisted energy sharing is another energy cooperation scheme that allows BSs in a BS group to mutually negotiate and share renewable energy by simultaneously injecting and drawing energy to and from the aggregator, respectively. By matching the local renewable energy deficit (positive d i s) and surplus (negative d i s) between any two BSs, this scheme helps the group of BSs reduce their aggregate renewable energy deficit. The practical implementation of energy sharing requires this group of BSs to sign a contract with the aggregator at a contract fee that motivates the aggregator to support the energy sharing.
Specifically, suppose that BS i wants to transfer an e ij ≥ 0 amount of energy to BS j, i π j. This is accomplished at an appointed time by BS i injecting an e ij amount of energy into the aggregator, and at the same time BS j drawing the same e ij amount from the aggregator. Thanks to the mutual sharing of e ij s among the N BSs, the total ener-gy deficit D + and surplus Dcan be effectively matched. When D + £ D -, the N BSs can maintain their operation without purchasing any energy from the grid; otherwise, a total D + -Damount of energy should be purchased from the grid at price p. By denoting the contract fee to the aggre- energy cost C 1 without energy cooperation, it generally follows that C 3 £ C 1 , that is, the total energy cost is reduced, as long as -C is sufficiently small.
COMMUNICATION COOPERATION
Communication cooperation refers to a cost saving approach on the demand side that exploits the broadcast nature of wireless channels and uses wireless resource sharing to reshape BSs' wireless load and energy consumption. Different from conventional communication cooperation (e.g., [7] [8] [9] ) aiming to maximize data throughput or minimize energy consumption, the communication cooperation of our interest here seeks to minimize the total energy cost by optimally utilizing both cheap renewable energy and reliable on-grid energy. In so-called cost-aware communication cooperation, the rescheduling of BSs' traffic load and energy consumption should follow their given renewable energy supply such that the renewable energy can be maximally used to support the quality of service (QoS) requirements of the MTs, and the on-grid energy purchase is thus minimized.
In this section, we discuss three different costaware communication cooperation schemes: traffic offloading [7] , spectrum sharing [8] , and CoMP [9] . For the purpose of illustration, we consider a simple cellular system setup with two BSs as shown in Fig. 3a , in which BS 1 has sufficient harvested renewable energy and light traffic load (serving 2 MTs), with net load d 1 < 0; while BS 2 has insufficient renewable energy and heavy traffic load (4 MTs), leading to net load d 2 > 0.
COST-AWARE TRAFFIC OFFLOADING
Traffic offloading is traditionally designed to shift the traffic load (or served MTs) of heavily loaded BSs to lightly loaded ones for the purposes of avoiding the traffic congestion and improving the QoS of the MTs. Differently, the cost-aware traffic offloading here focuses on the new issue of energy cost reduction; that is, BSs short of renewable energy can offload their MTs to neighboring BSs with abundant renewable energy (even if they have more or similar traffic loads), thus reducing all energy drawn from the grid to save cost. As shown in the example of Fig. 3b , it is cost effective for BS 2 to offload 2 MTs (at its cell edge) to BS 1, such that the renewable energy at BS 1 is better utilized.
COST-AWARE SPECTRUM SHARING
Besides energy, spectrum is another scarce resource in cellular networks, and spectrum sharing has been considered as a solution to improve spectrum utilization efficiency [8] . Different from conventional spectrum sharing, costaware spectrum sharing is based on the fact that the energy and spectrum resources can partially substitute for each other to support wireless transmission, and sharing spectrum with a BS short of energy can better save the energy cost of that BS. As shown in the example of Fig. 3c , BS 1 shares part of its available spectrum with BS 2. Under the same QoS requirements of MTs, BS 2 can decrease its transmission power purchased from the grid, while BS 1 uses more renewable energy for its transmission. Hence, the total cost is reduced.
COST-AWARE COORDINATED MULTIPOINT
Traditionally, CoMP is considered as a technique to improve the spectral efficiency in cellular networks, by which BSs can implement coordinated baseband signal processing to cooperatively serve multiple MTs over the same timefrequency resources, transforming harmful intercell interference (ICI) into useful information signals [9] . Differently, cost-aware CoMP is motivated by the following observation: since different BSs can cooperatively send information signals to the MTs (in the downlink), their transmission power can be compensated by each other for satisfying the QoS requirements at MTs. Therefore, by adaptively adjusting the BSs' transmit signals, the cost-aware CoMP helps match the BSs' transmission power with their harvested renewable energy, thus minimizing the total energy drawn from the grid to save cost. For example, in Fig. 3d , BS 1, with adequate renewable energy, should use a high transmission power to provide strong wireless signals to the MTs, while BS 2, short of renewable energy, should transmit at a low power level in their CoMP transmission.
JOINT ENERGY AND COMMUNICATION COOPERATION
Joint energy and communication cooperation can maximally save cost by applying both energy cooperation on the supply side and communication cooperation on the demand side. To realize the joint operation, the BSs should share the energy information by using the two-way information flow supported by the smart grid (through smart meters), and also exchange the communication information through their backhaul connections (Fig. 1) . In general, joint energy and communication cooperation is more complex than energy or communication cooperation only.
As there are two energy cooperation schemes (aggregator-assisted energy trading and energy sharing) and three communication cooperation schemes (traffic offloading, spectrum sharing, and CoMP), there are a total of six combinations for joint cooperation designs. In this section, we focus on three specific schemes: a joint energy and spectrum sharing design, and two joint energy cooperation and CoMP designs. The ideas can similarly be extended to the other three combinations.
JOINT ENERGY AND SPECTRUM SHARING
The joint energy and spectrum sharing [11] is a scheme that allows neighboring BSs to share energy and spectrum with each other through the aggregator-assisted energy sharing and the spectrum sharing, in the previous two sections. Accordingly, the BSs take advantage of resource complementarity for cost saving.
Building upon the spectrum sharing in Fig.  3c , [11] considered joint energy and spectrum sharing between two BSs to minimize their total energy cost, while ensuring the QoS requirements for all the MTs. It is shown that at the optimality, it is possible that one BS adequate in both energy and spectrum shares these two resources to the other (in unidirectional cooperation), or one BS exchanges its energy for spectrum with the other (in bidirectional cooperation).
JOINT ENERGY COOPERATION AND COMP
In this scheme, different BSs implement CoMPbased transmission/reception to serve one or more MTs over the same time frequency resources, and at the same time perform aggregator-assisted energy trading or aggregatorassisted energy sharing. Based on different types of energy cooperation schemes employed, [12] and [13] studied two different joint energy cooperation and CoMP designs for the downlink transmission.
In particular, when the aggregator-assisted energy trading is implemented among BSs, [12] proposed to jointly optimize the BSs' cooperative transmit beamforming in CoMP based communication and their two-way energy trading with the aggregator, so as to minimize their total energy cost. When the aggregator-assisted energy sharing is adopted, [13] considered to use it to enable a new purely renewable-powered cellular system, in which the BSs do not purchase any energy from the grid to minimize the cost, but use the harvested renewable energy together with the energy sharing to maintain their operations. The results in [12, 13] show that joint energy cooperation and CoMP optimization achieves a significant cost reduction compared to the design that separately optimizes CoMPbased communication and energy cooperation. 
A CASE STUDY
Now we present a case study to compare the energy cooperation in the third section, the costaware spectrum sharing and CoMP in the previous section, and the three joint energy and communication cooperation schemes proposed in this section. Also, we consider the conventional design without energy or communication cooperation as the performance benchmark. For the purpose of illustration, as shown in Fig. 4 , we consider the downlink of a cellular system with two single-antenna BSs (i.e., BS 1 and BS 2) each applying orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) to serve K 1 = 5 and K 2 = 15 single-antenna MTs (denoted by the MT sets K 1 and K 2 ), respectively. Each BS uses an orthogonal frequency band with the same bandwidth (W 1 = W 2 = 10). For simplicity, we randomly generate the channels based on the independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading with the average channel powers from each BS to its own associated MTs (i.e., from BS 1 to any MT in K 1 and from BS 2 to any MT in K 2 ) being 1, and those from each BS to the other BS's associated MTs (i.e., from BS 1 to any MT in K 2 and from BS 2 to any MT in K 1 ) being 0.6. We set the noise power spectral density at each MT to be 1, and the QoS requirement of each MT to be a minimum data rate 1. On the demand side, we set the power consumptions Q 1 and Q 2 at the two BSs as their transmission power only; on the supply side, we set their harvested renewable energy as E 1 = 10 and E 2 = 2.5, respectively, and their energy buying price from the grid as p =1. Additionally, for the aggregator-assisted energy trading, the BSs' energy buying and selling prices from and to the aggregator are p buy = 0.5 and p sell = 0.4, respec-tively; and for the aggregator-assisted energy sharing, the contract fee paid to the aggregator is -C = 0.1. Furthermore, in each scheme, the BSs employ equal bandwidth allocation among MTs, and there is only one MT served in each sub-band. Note that all units are normalized for simplicity here.
Based on the above setting, we summarize the results in Table 1 , from which we make the following observations. For the two energy cooperation schemes, it is observed that the renewable energy supplies at BS 1 and BS 2 are rescheduled to better match the given energy consumption at the two BSs, thus resulting in reduced total energy cost compared to the conventional design. Regarding the two communication cooperation schemes, it is observed that the two BSs adapt their transmission power to match and better use the given cheap renewable energy supplies at the two BSs, thus leading to lower total energy costs than the conventional design. For joint energy and communication cooperation, it is observed that by exploiting both supply-and demand-side management, each joint scheme outperforms the corresponding schemes with only energy or communication cooperation. In particular, the joint energy cooperation and CoMP design is promising for maximum cost saving.
EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Despite the aforementioned studies on energy and communication cooperation, a lot of interesting topics remain unaddressed. We list several of them as follows for future study.
Practically, energy harvesting rates in general change more slowly than wireless channel and traffic load variations, and as a consequence, the timescale of implementing energy cooperation is normally longer than that of communication cooperation. To cater for this issue, it is promising to consider the multi-timescale implementation of joint energy and communication cooperation, for example, by employing twolayer decision making with energy cooperation on a longer timescale and communications cooperation on a shorter timescale to balance the trade-off between the cost-saving performance and implementation complexity. In practice, multiple self-interested systems (owned by different operators) can coexist or colocate, and it is interesting to study their energy and/or communication cooperation. In this case, to establish joint energy and communication cooperation, different cellular systems may seek the advantage of resource complementarity. For example, in a preliminary study [11] , it is shown that one system adequate in spectrum is willing to cooperate with another adequate in energy, since both systems can efficiently reduce their individual costs by exchanging spectrum and energy with each other. Overall, cooperation mechanism design is required to motivate or strengthen inter-system joint cooperation to a win-win situation for all systems involved.
Besides cellular networks, it is also appealing for heterogeneous communication networks (e.g., WiFi and small cells) to cooperate and reduce overall energy cost. However, these networks are different in service coverage, operated spectrum, and even energy harvesting availability (difficult indoors), and their joint energy and communication cooperation becomes more complicated than our design in the previous section.
Up to now, we have focused on the case without the use of energy storage at BSs due to the cost consideration. With the advancement of battery technologies, we envision that energy storage may be employed in future BSs, and it is promising to study energy and communication cooperation jointly with storage management (e.g., [14, 15] for initial studies on joint energy cooperation and storage management). Nevertheless, such joint time and space domain optimization problems are very challenging to solve, since any present decisions made by BSs would affect their storage status and traffic loads served in the future.
CONCLUSION
This article provides an overview on novel energy and communication cooperation approaches for energy cost saving in cellular networks powered by renewable energy sources and smart grid. These approaches use both the two-way energy flow in smart grid and the communication cooperation in cellular networks to reshape the non-uniform energy supplies and energy demands over the cellular networks for cost saving. It is our hope that these new approaches can bring new insights on energy demand management in smart grid by considering the unique properties of the cellular networks' communication demand, and also on the wireless resource allocation in cellular networks by taking into account the new characteristics of the emerging renewable and smart grid energy supply. 
